PsycINFO®

A WORLD-CLASS RESOURCE FOR BEHAVIORAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

Centered on psychology and the behavioral and social sciences, the interdisciplinary content in PsycINFO® makes it one of the most highly utilized databases by students, researchers, educators, and practitioners worldwide, and an indispensable tool for the discovery of global scholarly research. With nearly 4 million records and upwards of 4,000 expertly-indexed records added each week, this ever-expanding collection of behavioral and social science research, dissertations, and scholarly literature abstracts offers a broad view of the field. With relevance to a host of related disciplines, including neuroscience, business, nursing, law, and education, PsycINFO delivers the peer-reviewed content and abstracts students and researchers need, and does so with remarkable precision and a dedication to scholarly and scientific excellence.

PsycINFO® at a Glance

- Updated weekly
- An essential resource used by thousands of institutions in over 60 countries
- Nearly 4 million bibliographic records, including over 2 million DOIs to allow for direct linking to full-text articles and literature
- Indexing of more than 2,500 scholarly journals
- Nearly 72 million cited references
- Earliest records from the 17th and 18th centuries, with extensive coverage from the 1800s to the present
- Searchable Grant/ Sponsorship information including individual sponsors, grant numbers, grant recipients, principal investigators, and more
- PubMed identifiers (PMIDs) included for relevant records
- Abstracts included with all dissertation records since 1995, and nearly all records from 1967 to present
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PsycINFO® Product Details

Current & Comprehensive
PsycINFO remains one of the most current resources available for exploring and locating behavioral and social science research. It includes features such as First Posting for journal records ensuring access to the earliest publication of a journal article. PsycINFO offers a broad view of the behavioral and social sciences, and represents a time-tested core of research literature and findings necessary for any comprehensive psychology collection. Coverage spans from the 17th century to the present, charting the evolution of psychology over time through peer-reviewed journals, books, and dissertations.

High Quality
The content in PsycINFO is selected by APA experts based on quality and relevance to the field. Each bibliographic record is then meticulously created and reviewed by APA's skilled and knowledgeable staff. Additionally, record monitoring continues post-release to ensure the highest level of accuracy for each individual record. Complete database reloads occur regularly, allowing for ever-increasing functionality, the inclusion of new fields, and enhanced indexing features.

Authoritative
APA has been producing authoritative bibliographic records since the end of the 19th century, initially with Psychological Index and followed by Psychological Abstracts in 1927. PsycINFO was introduced in 1967 and since that time has been governed by policy direction from esteemed scholars and scientists from within APA's membership.

Availability
PsycINFO is currently available on APA PsycNET®, and through the following trusted providers:

- DIMDI
- EBSCO
- Ovid Technologies
- ProQuest
- ProQuest Dialog
Coverage

Journal Coverage
• Journal records—nearly 80% of the database
• 99% are peer-reviewed journals
• Over 2,500 titles covered, including comprehensive coverage of more than 1,800 journals
• Journals are considered for coverage if archival, scholarly, peer-reviewed, and regularly published
• Includes First Posting journal records for early publication articles

Book Coverage
• Authored and edited books—3% of database
• Chapters from edited books—8% of database
• English-language, published worldwide
• Selected if scholarly, professional, or research-based; all with psychological relevance

Dissertations/Secondary Publications
• Selected from Dissertation Abstracts International (Sections A and B)
• 12% of database
• Abstracts for dissertation records from 1995 forward
• Selected on basis of classification in DAI in sections with psychological relevance.

Global Coverage
• Publications from more than 50 countries
• Journals published in 29 languages
• Non-English titles in Roman alphabets included from 1978 to present

Historic Records
• All records originally published in Psychological Index and Psychological Abstracts are in PsycINFO
• Most APA journals back to first issue of publication
• APA continues to regularly add historical records
Field Information and Indexing

Record Contents

- Bibliographic citation
- Abstract
- Table of contents for books
- Author affiliations and correspondence addresses
- Indexed with terms from the Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms®
- Broad classification categories
- Population and age information as well as geographical location of the research group
- List of tests and measures used
- Cited references with links
- Sponsorship/funding sources
- Methodologies used
- Digital Object Identifier (DOI)
- Supplemental materials

Thesaurus of Psychological Index Terms®

- 11th Edition, with more than 8,400 controlled terms and cross-references
- Online Thesaurus updated annually with new terms
- Hierarchical, alphabetical, and subject arrangements

Classification System

- Each record is assigned to one or two classifications
- 22 major categories and 135 subcategories
- Scheme found online at www.apa.org/pubs/databases/training/class-codes.aspx

Cited References

- More than 72 million references in over 1.5 million journal articles, books, and book chapters
- Retrospective to 2001 and earlier, where available (4 million references from 1920-2000)
- APA-Style® format

For more information, email quotes@apa.org or visit apa.org/pubs/databases